
2024 BRISBANE CHESS CLUB MAY 19TH RAPID SWISS EVENT

Queensland Contract Bridge Club
67 Ipswich Road Woollongabba

(Free parking under the building.)
https://www.qcbc.org.au/

Sunday 19th May 2024

Seven rounds from 11 am to 4pm (approximately)
15 minutes each per game plus 5 seconds per move (Fischer)

Any player who arrives at the chessboard after their time has elapsed will lose on forfeit (unless the arbiter decides otherwise).

Organiser:  Garvin Gray  0422 993 062  ggrayggray@hotmail.com

Chief Arbiter: FA Garvin Gray  Deputy Arbiter: NA Patrick Byrom

Entry Fee: $40

Entries Close: Saturday 18th May 10pm.  Entry is limited to 80 players.

All players must register on the day before 10:30am to be included in the pairings.

Players must enter online via Trybooking: https://www.trybooking.com/CQFEC

All Qld resident players must be full members for 2024 (or join) the CAQ.
Join at: https://caq.org.au/membership/.

Prizes (Subject to 50 entries - will be adjusted when final numbers are known.)

1st $300 
2nd $250 
3rd $200

Plus 3 Rating Groups (minimum) 
Rating Group A: $150
Rating Group B: $100
Rating Group C: $75

Unrated Group D: $40

By entering the event, players acknowledge that the decision of the organiser is final.

It is recommended that all those attending this event bring their own food and drinks.

All players under 12 years of age must have a parent or guardian on the premises at all times. 

Further Conditions

1. The event will be FIDE Rapid, ACF Quick Rated and QJ Rated.
2. Swiss Lim Pairing System will be used.  2024 Fide Rapid Laws of Chess will be used.
3. Tie break method for Rating Groups: Buchholz Cut 1, Buchholz, Direct Encounter.  No tie breaks will be used for 

open prizes.  Players are eligible for one prize only.
4. If no rating information (ACF or FIDE) can be found for a player they will regarded as unrated.  Unrated players 

are not eligible for rating-restricted prizes.

5. Foreign players without a FIDE id number will not be accepted.  They will need to obtain a FIDE id number 
from their National Federation and advise that number prior to their entry being accepted.

6. Australian Citizens & Permanent residents without FIDE id numbers will need to provide a date of birth prior to the
start of the event or their entry will not be accepted.
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